LEADS FOR STUDENTS

DROP-IN CLASS TIMETABLE
NO SIGN-UP NECESSARY
13 - 17 NOVEMBER

Academic Writing
Maths & Stats
Critical Analysis
International Writing Advice

SCROLL
Undergraduate and Postgraduate Advanced Academic Essay Writing Classes

Your research topic
How do I find a topic that is worthy of a dissertation?

Mon 13 Nov 13:00 – 14:00 (226 Main Building)
Tues 14 Nov 14:00 - 15:00 (226 Main Building)
Wed 15 Nov 11:00 - 12:00 (B408 Joseph Black)

Postgraduate Dissertation Writing Classes

Explaining yourself in writing
How can you make sure that your arguments are clear and unambiguous? How do you check the logic and structure of your arguments?

Mon 13 Nov 15:00 – 16:00 (B408 Joseph Black)
Tues 14 Nov 13:00 - 14:00 (226 Main Building)
Wed 15 Nov 13:00 - 14:00 (375 James Watt S.)

Undergraduate Academic Essay Writing Classes

Academic Development Classes

Undergraduate Dissertation Writing Classes

Series range complete. These classes will start again next semester!
Academic Development Classes

Revision strategies
We'll look at what the published evidence suggests are the best ways to manage your study materials between now and the day of the exam.

Mon 13 Nov 11:00 – 12:00 (709A Boyd Orr Bldg)
Tue 14 Nov 12:00 – 13:00 (204 Sir Alexander Stone)
Wed 15 Nov 13:00 – 14:00 (709A Boyd Orr Bldg)
Thu 16 Nov 12:00 – 13:00 (355 Gilbert Scott Bldg)

College of MVLS only

Critical Analysis Classes (Hons and Postgrad)

Great Controversies in Science
Some papers are retracted, and some are discredited without formally being withdrawn, so it's not true to say that all scientific output is perfect. We'll look at one or two specific examples of such papers to give you the confidence to point out flaws in published research.

Thu 16 Nov 10:00 – 11:00 (222 West Medical Bldg)
Maths and Stats

Maths Drop-in Sessions

Level 1 Engineering
Mondays 13:00 – 14:00 (334 James Watt South Bldg)
Tuesdays 12:00 – 13:00 (334 James Watt South Bldg)

Level 1 Mathematics
Mondays 14:00 – 16:00 (109 Maths Bldg)
Thursdays 14:00 – 16:00 (109 Maths Bldg)

General maths
Tuesdays 14:00 – 16:00 (315 McMillan Reading Room)
Wednesdays 14:00 - 16:00 (315 McMillan Reading Room)

Maths & Stats Appointments

Find your adviser’s booking diary at glasgow.ac.uk/LEADS/students/mathsandstats
International Writing Advice

Undergraduate and Postgraduate

The Essentials of Academic Writing

Proof-reading and clarity
What steps do I need to take to edit my essay for strength?

Mon 13 Nov 16:00 – 17:00 (226 (East Quad) Main Bldg)

Reading Classes

Series complete. These classes will start again next semester!

Science Drop-in

Do you have a quick few questions about lab reports, sentence structure, revision strategies, exam preparation, or any other topic related to academic research and writing?

Thursdays 12:00 – 14:00 (319 McMillan Reading Room)

Undergraduate only

Dissertation Writing Classes

Editing your dissertation

Wed 15 Nov 14:00 – 15:00 (375 James Watt South)